
 



2022 Art Colony Juror: 
Bren Sibilsky  

Bren Sibilsky is an international artist and full-time 
sculptor and painter, with work in many collections 
throughout North America and Europe. Having worked 
in the art field for over 30 years her current primary focus 
is sculpture in the style of  classical realism with emotional 
undertones. Her artwork is the reflection of  her interests 
in nature and realism. According to the artist her 
sculptures are "a study in understanding universal 
emotion." 

 

Born in 1963, in Green Bay, Wisconsin, Bren showed 
signs of  exceptional artistic abilities and at age eight she 
asked her parents to send her to art school. Years later she 
graduated from the prestigious Milwaukee Institute of  Art 
and Design (MIAD), formerly the Layton School of  Art, 
in 1987. She studied sculpture with international artist 
Hanna Jubran and intensive anatomical study with artist 
Harold Huber. 

 

She has had many one-person and group exhibitions 
including those at the Miller Art Museum, The Francis 
Hardy Gallery, Arc Gallery, Koehline Museum, The 
Linden Gallery, Fairfield Museum, Cedarburg Cultural 
Center, Plymouth Art Center, Mystical Earth Gallery, Mill 
Road Gallery, Meadows Gallery, Barnsite Gallery, Pinetop 
Gallery and The Manhattan Arts International Gallery. 



In September 1915, the Green Bay Art Club held its first 
public art exhibit in the children’s room of  the Kellogg 
Public Library (125 S. Jefferson St.).  This exhibit laid the 
foundation for a permanent museum in the library in 
1917, which became the Neville Public Museum. Ever 
since then, Colony artists have held an annual art exhibit 
at the Neville. 

For more than a century, hundreds of  women artists have 
been part of  the Green Bay Art Colony. These women 
continue to inspire each other, educate the public, 
encourage new artists and give scholarships to art 
students.  Styles and club rules may have changed, but the 
dream to keep art and culture part of  the community 
remains the same.  

A total of  60 artworks from 21 Art Colony artists were 
juried in by Bren Sibilsky, Sculptor and Educator, who 
resides in Algoma, WI.  



 

 

My Family Bowl, inspired by the Pueblo Storyteller 

Friendship bowls, tells my family’s COVID-19 story. We all 

had our individual challenges and stories,  yet stayed in 

contact through different forms of  technology.  

Mother Nature guiding this boat filled with flower frogs to 

enjoy nature year round. 

This pig shaped vase holds flowers from your garden or 

bacon roses.  

Mary Beth Balch 
 

 

Mother Nature 

Makes a Delivery 

Ceramic             

(9” x 18” x 11”) 

Family Bowl 

Ceramic 

         (12” x 12” x 10”) 

Sow in Love 

Mixed Media            

(7” x 7” x 14”) 



Amy Eliason 

    A Walk in the Park 

Oil 

    (24” x 18”)  

  
   

Reflections  
Oil 

 (24” x 18”)  

A perfect summer day in Sister Bay, Door County inspired 

me to paint this path along Waterfront Park. 

A lovely picnic inspired me to paint an inviting place to sit, 

relax, and enjoy the reflections in the lake. I added a flower 

garden on the left, thus the centerpiece, and then added a 

little nuthatch in the tree. 

Throughout the years I have seen many breathtakingly 

beautiful sunsets. The song “Soulshine” by the Allman 

Brothers Band says, “Let your soul shine, better than 

sunshine…shine til the break of  day.” 

Soulshine  
Oil  

 (24” x 18”)  



Laura Fisher-Bonvallet 

       

   

                        

       

 

If  at First You Don’t Succeed 

Fiber     

(5” x 8” x 5”)  

Felt is the earliest form of fabric known to man. Predating 

weaving to 6500 BC. Aside from being non-woven, it is formed 

when animal fur or sheep’s wool is exposed to heat, agitation, 

and moisture. The possibilities for designing art with this media 

is limitless. This vessel is the result of learning from a failed 

work. I learned that the resist shape is especially important in 

creating a hand felted vessel. Always drawn to texture, color, and 

form I was able to create the shape that I first envisioned. 

This work was my first attempt to hand felt a vessel using the 

resist technique. Not happy with the shape when finished, I 

began cutting up the felt to create flower petals. Still not satisfied 

with this idea, I began wrapping the felt into various shapes and, 

voila, a use for my originally failed piece was found. After 

wrapping into a shape around the steel rod, the flower was added 

that included another felt making technique to create the cord 

for the stamen. Color, shape, line, and texture are essential 

elements that were considered in the creation of this work. 

Making Lemonade 

From Lemons                     

Fiber                            

(9” x 19” x 9”)  



As a textile artist, I am especially drawn to texture, and I 

find the environment and nature an especially rich source 

of  inspiration. I love the texture of  mushrooms that grow 

on trees as they range from infinitesimal to exceptionally 

large outcroppings. Hand felting is a wonderful media to 

interpret what I have seen in my own backyard and 

beyond. This piece was first felted as a flat circle, making 

sure to show some lacey edges along with a more rigid 

form towards the center. Hand felted cords wound on a 

pencil and left to dry add interest. Using a neutral color 

palette allows the texture to come to the fore. The 

Mulberry silk adds a touch of  luminescence to the fungus. 

Shroom 

 Fiber                            

(9.5” x 7.5” x 9.5”)  



Barbi Gossen 
 

  

This work is by Barbi Gossen and Deile Smith, and we 

worked together to come up with textures, colors, and a 

style that would work 2 and 3 dimensional work together.  

We both love scientific drawings combined with a bit of  

looseness to create a box to contain a book of  drawings. 

Entomology Bugs Me  

Copper , Brass, Paper, Wood, Paint 

(Box: 12” x 4”  x 4” 

Book expands to 1’ x 3.5” x 2’) 



Rose Breasted Nuthatch 

 Copper, Enamel, Nickel                     

(6” x 6” x 1”)  

These works are pieces in a series of  birds I have been 

working on.  Each bird has been chosen because they are 

birds that could disappear from Wisconsin landscapes if  

the climate warms by 1-3 degrees.  Each is also a bird I 

have seen around downtown Green Bay.   

These pieces are created on a formed copper, enameled, 

and a frame with a hanging mechanism was added to 

create a small treasure of  a hanging sculpture. 

Yellow Crowed Kinglet 

 Copper, Enamel, Copper Plated 

Natural Materials                     

(6” x 6” x 2”)  



Lisa Jansen 
 

 

As the leaves turn color and the blustery wind swirls about, my 

heart beats just a little faster in anticipation of the fall migration. 

Bosque Del Apache National Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico is a 

favorite migration destination for Snow Geese who gather there 

by the tens of thousands. Singly, a Snow Goose looks like an 

ordinary goose,  but when they flock together it is pure magic. 

Watching them they take off in rhythmic synchronicity is a sight to 

behold. For all of you who are unable to see this experience in 

person, I share my photograph so that you, too, can behold this 

natural wonder.  

Inspired by Hollywood (finally) changing their definition of 

“beautiful” to include people of all shapes, sizes, and colors, I 

decided nature photographers should do the same. Therefore, I 

have taken some of the less popular faces of birds and 

photographed them in a way to show their true, individual beauty.  

I hope to inspire the viewer to realize when shown in a new light 

everyone is beautiful.  

Mirror Mirror on the Wall 

 Photography 

   (60” x 40” x 2”)

Migration  

Photography 

        (30” x 20” x 2”)



Single Mother of  Six 

 Photography 

 (24” x 16” x 2”)  

The male Merganser abandons the nest during incubation 

leaving the female to care for the ducklings on her own. I 

watched this mother raise her ducklings throughout the 

summer. She did such an amazing job including teaching 

them how to relax on a mossy branch while keeping aware of  

potential dangers, as seen in this photograph. While I observe 

her and her babies, I feel joy knowing I’m witnessing a 

wondrous marvel of  nature.  



Naomi Jenkins 

  

Andreas                      

Ceramic, Resin                          

(12” x 14” x 9”)  

Equus 4                       

Metal, Resin, Paper         

(16” x 14” x 4”)  

Lauma of  the Wood      

Ceramic, Cold Glaze                          

(12” x 118” x 10”)  



Karen Kjell 

Hope Series 

This series shows introspective faces.  

Yet, on each piece there is a small  

white circle. Hope.  

Even in dark times, there is still hope. 

Shaded Shine                             

Ceramic      

(8” x 13” x 2”)  

Incomplete 

Ceramic 

(6” x 9” x 2”) 

Trampled                                  

Ceramic 

(8” x 13” x 2”)  



Shanna Koltz 

 

 

 

Heavens Doorway                                                  

Photography, Mixed Media 

(24”x 36” x 2”)  

Heavens Doorway is made up of  3 photographs that I took 

and a painted texture that I created. I combined the      

images and texture in photoshop. I photographed the 

clouds out of  an airplane window when on a trip to     

explore/photograph Oregon. The ocean floor was     

photographed while vacationing in Jamaica with my    

husband and son. The doors were photographed while 

out exploring/photographing Michigan. While creating 

Heavens Doorway I realized that the lead up to the doorway 

is also beautiful...maybe even equally as beautiful as what 

lies beyond in the unknown.    

 

 



Memories Slipping Away                   

Photography, Mixed Media                          

(24”x 36” x 2”)  

Flowers fade, so do memories. Over time they both slip 

away.  

Memories Slipping Away was created by photographing the 

flowers using a light painting technique with a long    

shutter speed. The drip marks were made by putting 

clown makeup on glass and spraying with water while  

photographing the drips. I also made an alcohol ink  

painting and used that as the textures behind the flowers 

as well as the golds that you see in the vase. All of  these 

elements are brought together digitally and edited into the 

image that you see.  

Enter the imagination through the portal of  dreams.  

In making Portal of  Dreams I covered a doorway with 

moss, hung a mirror on it and photographed it. I also  

created an alcohol ink painting. I combined the photo and 

painting with other photographs (that I took) to build the 

rest of  this image.   

Portal of  Dreams                  

Photography, Mixed Media                         

(24”x 36” x 2”)  



Daniela Kouzov 
 

 

 

 

Water Series 

“Water Series” is created to celebrate the beauty, power 

and purity of  the most crucial resource for life on our 

planet, water. 

Despite the fact that 70% of  our world is covered with 

water, only 3% of  it is fresh water and two-thirds of  it is 

locked away in frozen glaciers, which makes it unavailable 

for use. 

The “Water Series” wants to draw attention to the fresh 

water resource crisis in our world due to population 

growth, over usage, and climate change.  

As fresh water scarcity should be addressed as a global 

problem, each piece in the “Water Series” carries the word 

"wave" in a different language. 

Nami 

Stoneware, Underglaze    

                (7.5” x 5” x 10.5”)  

Wimbi 

Stoneware, Underglaze  

                  (6” x 3.5” x 8”)  



Sandy Melroy 

 

In my Tennessee Mountain Home 

Silk Painted & Embellished Textile 

(19” x 25” x 4”) 

‘Home’ means a lot of  things to a lot of  people. To me, 

it means a place that is peace and joy filled, a place that 

family and friends gather, and one where sweet 

memories are made.  

This art piece is an homage to our family cabin in the 

Great Smoky Mountains of  Tennessee. My ‘hero,’ Dolly 

Parton, is also from the Smoky Mountains. She is an 

amazing person, both talented and generous. Her song, 

‘My Tennessee Mountain Home’ inspired this art piece 

which features the view of  the Smokies from the deck 

of  our cabin. Using machine quilting techniques, it 

includes pieces of  my hand painted silk that weave my 

life long passion for textiles into the everlasting love of  

‘home.’ 



When winter turns to Spring, the first little flowers 

shooting out of  the ground are often the strongest! 

This wearable art cape is reversible to transition from the 

warmth of  winter to the joy of  early Spring floral garden 

surprises. 

Designed with hand painted silk and embellished with 

heirloom handmade flowers, it is a tribute to my small and 

strong Aunt Bobbie. 

How to Wear your Garden; 

Small and Strong                          

Silk Painted & Embellished Textile 

(61” x 34” x 14”)  

How to Wear your Garden; 

Big and Bold 

Silk Painted & Embellished Textile 

                         (36” x 17” x 11”)  

Hydrangeas are a stunning way to finish the Summer 

garden season. The bold appearance of  this big flower is 

actually a compilation of  exquisite tiny blooms! 

This wearable art jacket is fully lined and features accent 

details of  hand painted silk; embellished with applique, 

cording and beads.  



Leah Norem 

 

 

 
Drink Me                             

Ceramics, Glass 

(10” x 3” x 10”)  

She’s a Rainbow                             

Mixed Media Collage 

(16” x 13” x 2”)  

The juxtaposition of  combining multiple mediums drives 

me to create art. A sense of  whimsy is created by pairing an 

oversized saucer to go with the teacup.   

Music evokes emotion and inspiration.  The starting point 

for She's a Rainbow came from the lyrics of  the Rolling 

Stones song by the same name.  The song inspired color 

and texture, where there is plenty of  each in this mixed  

media collage.   



Nancy Pierce  

  

The still life has been a familiar subject in art for centuries. I 

wanted to create a still life and photograph it so that it would 

look like it was from a time long ago. Much of my 

photography is of nature and landscapes and I try to capture 

what is already there rather than altering reality. Setting up a 

pleasing still life composition is a challenge. I found the 

exercise helpful in making my photography a more personal 

expression of my own making. 

Tools is reminiscent of the era when woodworking was done 

using only manual tools. I have memories of the old wood 

shop at home where time seemed to move slowly as I watched 

the wood being skillfully shaped and lovingly turned into a 

work of art. I wanted to recreate some of the memories I have 

of watching my father building clocks and furniture for our 

home. I set up the scene using old tools to photograph a 

moment in time. 

Fruit Bowl                                   

Photography                      

(21” x 15”)  

Tools                                   

Photography                      

(21” x 15”)  



Linda Rauscher 

 

The sweet aroma of  perfume has always brought a smile 

to my face. Years ago, perfume was worn regularly. I 

enjoyed a woman’s fragrance of  choice whenever I passed 

by while shopping or at church. How sad it is to me not to 

have unexpected sweet scents tickle my nose. 

Such beauty abounds in nature.  As I walk through 

nature’s lush landscape, I relish the smell of  the woods; 

the moistness of  the ground within the woods creates a 

mellow mix of  wood and moss and the delicate scent 

seems to have a calming affect on me. The crunch of  the 

leaves under my feet is a sweet serenade to my ears.  Ah, 

the senses a wooded area can activate.  

Perfume and 

Pearls  

Oil 

(14” x 18”)  

Sweetly Scented  

Oil 

(24” x 30”)  



Jann Schonke 

Inspiration for Grand Tetons was some photos I took of  

the Grand Tetons in Autumn on our visit to several 

National Parks in the West. 

Lady Bug’s Retreat was another watercolor out of  my 

head. I visit many gardens, and ponds are my favorite 

feature. So I have often painted from memories of  

features I found in various localities.  The lady bug is a 

reason for just a spot of  red. 

I love waterfalls and often play with compositions only 

in my head Rocky Falls is a watercolor, a result of  such an 

afternoon of  playing with a pencil. 

Grand Tetons                                                                 

Pastel                

(15”x 11.5”)  

Rocky Falls                                                                 

Watercolor 

(15”x 11”)  

Lady Bug’s Retreat                                                                 

Watercolor 

(22”x 28”)  



Deile Smith 

 

 

Art of  Chemistry: Oxidation & 

Reduction  

Acrylic Paint, Heavy Gel Medium, 

Iron, Copper 

(48” x 48”)       

Oxidation and reduction are two types of  chemical 

reactions. Together, these reactions form redox reactions. 

Oxidation is due to a loss of  electrons or an increase in 

oxidation state of  a molecule, atom, or ion in a chemical 

reaction, while the opposite process is called reduction. 

In a redox reaction, one chemical is reduced while 

another is oxidized.  In other words, oxidation is adding 

oxygen to a compound creating electron loss increasing 

the oxidation state. Oxidation & Reduction is an 

exploration of  oxidative and reductive states using 

compounds and pigments as mediums. 

 



 Art of  Physics: Refraction of  Light 

Acrylic Paint, Heavy Gel Medium,  

Gold, Silver, and Copper Leaf 

(40” x 40”) 

Refraction of  light may appear when light is traveling 

obliquely from one medium to another medium. 

Somehow, direction of  propagation of  light in the 

second changes. This phenomenon is referred to as 

“refraction of  light.” This description refers to the 

change in velocity of  light when it travels from one 

medium to another medium. Refraction is dependent 

upon the velocity of  the medium used and the nature of  

another medium from which the light comes. Refraction 

of  Light is an artistic interpretation of  this phenomenon 

drawing from physics for creative inspiration. 



Trisha Spice 

     

Inspiration for this painting comes from hiking with my 

chosen sisters. We journey through this life together, for 

better or for worse.  Pushing each other to be our best 

selves, loving and supporting one another as we grow 

into the women we are meant to be. For Good. 

 

The Look Up series swirls in whimsy and wonder of  the 

trees above. Pausing my racing thoughts, I can look up 

to the treetops and beyond to find the comfort and 

peace I seek. The metal foil in my paintings capture my 

interpretation of  shining love. These paintings draw the 

eye in with texture in ways that stimulate the senses, like 

feeling the bark on a tree or the warm glow of  sunshine 

on your cheek. May you be reminded of  your grounding 

purpose and that you too feel the kind of  divine love 

from God expressed in His creation. 

 For Good 

Acrylic Paint, Flexible Modeling 

Paste, Copper & Gold Foil 

(23.5” x 29.5”)  



Inner emotional turmoil can make me feel as if  I am 

isolated and under water. An unexpected wave knocks 

me off  balance, and for a moment that feels like an 

eternity, I don’t know which direction is up…. 

Confusion.. 

Frustration.. 

Panic.. 

But amid the chaos there is always stability. Light in the 

darkness. Beauty in the journey. Grace when I falter. 

Trust in finding my footing. Musical rhythms to set the 

tone. When I am finally able to stand and take a breath, I 

am reminded I am never truly alone.   

  Submerge 

Acrylic and Oil Paint, Modeling 

Paste, Sheet Music, Burlap, Pearls 

(31.5” x 49.5”) 



Cynthia Tumpach 

 

 

I was at the boat landing dock looking east down the 

Suamico River.  I discovered a gem of  a composition.  

Many times you will see this fishing tug parked in its 

spot.  On this particular day, this fishing tug was a 

standout amongst the Fall colors. 

The Suamico Village has the nostalgia and buildings of  

the past.  The character of  this village is what drew me 

to this scene.  I chose this view, with the street, 

buildings, and trees leading your eye to the focal point 

of  the orange auto shop. 

Suamico Village 

Oil                                 

(10” x 20”)                                  

Fishing Tug 

Oil                                 

(12” x 16”)                                  



I found this intriguing spot to oil paint this Suamico 

scene near the end of  Sunset Beach Road. The buildings 

and fishing boat nestled amongst the golden colors, 

added interest to this landscape.  With all the golden 

colors, the violets added a nice complement to this scene. 

Sunset Beach Road 

Oil                                   

(9” x 12”)                                  



Carol Weinhauer 

 

 

My inspiration for this series of  eagles was a video I had 

seen of  an eagle diving down for a fish that it saw from 

high in the sky. It was amazing to me how its body took 

a human-like form as it reached into the water for the 

catch. It seemed to transform right before my eyes. 

What a fascinating feat of  nature! 

The Landing I, II, III 

Watercolor               

(16” x 20” x 0.5”)                                  



When 2 or more crows gather it is called a "murder."  

Each crow was hand carved from a block of  Beech using 

chisels, files, and rasps. The technique of  shou sugi ban 

was used to create the black color by burning the surface 

of  the wood with a torch. Copper embellishments were 

produced by sawing, pounding, and soldering. The 

sculpture intends to portray the behavior of  3 crows 

sitting on a fence scouting their next meal. 

Four different varieties of  pears lined up in a tight row.  

Each one stands proud in an effort to advance its shape 

and color for the viewer to select "Best In Show." 

Murder on the Fence Line         

  Wood, Metal                      

(19” x 15” x 12”) 

Karen Wieske 

The Lineup                                 

  Soft Pastel                          

(20” x 16” x 1”) 



Danica Zawieja 

 

 

This photo was the opposite of  what I had seen for a 

long time. To me it was a cacophony of  colors that I 

could hear; it was a jolt to the senses after more than a 

year of  my only view a door framed, live landscape of  

my serene backyard. I enjoyed this angle of  the building 

because you get to see the details on the front-side, but 

just by turning your view a bit, the detail all but 

disappears. June 2021 was the first trip that I was able to 

take and meet up with my good friend from Chicago. 

We had no real plans except for one dinner reservation 

at the top of  Door County. With neither of  us knowing 

Door County, we took our time driving up to Gill's 

Rock. We passed by this remarkable building standing 

loud against a stormy Lake Michigan. Seeing it too late 

to turn in and both of  us saying out loud "we need to 

turn around" after we passed, it became one of  the 

highlights of  the trip. 

First Time Out            

Photograph                                 

(16” x 20”)                                  



This is the second photo in this series of  the Hardy 

Gallery up in Door County. This almost tucked away 

little jewel caught our eyes from the winding road. While 

the art inside was incredibly inspiring, standing outside 

really struck me. Looking straight on, you stood there, 

eyes darting to names and dates, to the individuality of  

their memorials. It was a poignant moment for me, 

realizing that they stood here too. They saw this hidden 

door, they left their mark. Even standing there alone, you 

felt their presence, you felt their smiles. It was a much 

needed realization after 15 months of  pretty constant 

isolation. It also made me smile thinking, "Did Piper 

bring a ladder?" 

  They Were Here Too                     

 Photograph                         

(16” x 20”) 



This is the last photograph of  this little triptych. These 

photos together are a memorial that things were getting 

better, but this photograph is my favorite. It was a fun 

photo bomb of  a rather ordinary shot, likely to be 

deleted later. But, with joy and smiles radiating from this 

little girl she jumped in my shot and was a literal 

representation of  my joy. Her presence transformed this 

photograph for me. 

Photo Bomb 

Photograph                                 

(16” x 20”)                                  



Artworks listed as For Sale 

are available for purchase. 

Please inquire in the         

Gift Shop for a pricelist. 

Share your experience 

with us! 

#NevillePublicMuseum 

#ArtAtTheNeville 

www.nevillepublicmuseum.org  


